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Two alternative forced choice (TAFC) tasks have been used extensively to identify strategies humans and other
animals use to accumulate evidence. Experiments demonstrated that subjects can learn the latent probabilistic
structure of their environment[3,5,6], improving decision performance. For instance, humans can learn to account for
dependencies between trials when the correct choice has a greater than chance probability of being repeated. We
derive and analyze normative probabilistic models of evidence accumulation in such situations. Within each trial, the
belief of an observer is described by a drift-diffusion process with an initial condition that depends on the trial history.

Consistent with the observation that the animals use the
structure of the outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain to
improve their behavior, we also found that on a session by
session basis animals predominantly followed the lose-switch part
of a win-stay-lose-switch strategy with a substantially weaker
win-stay part (Fig. 1d; all rats: difference lose-switch—win-stay
probabilities¼ 0.24 pp; non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
Po10" 4; see Methods). Following a lose-switch strategy with
no win-stay bias would lead to optimal behavior in our task if,
ideally, the Markov chain were fully visible (not hidden).
However, the actual ITI category in each trial is unobserved
(because some trials are difficult) and the past might not be fully
known due to memory leak. Consistent with this, the rats
displayed some departures from the optimal strategy, in
particular featuring a significant win-stay component in their
behavior (rat 1: mean 0.51, non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
P¼ 1.0# 10" 3; rat 2: mean¼ 0.54, Po10" 4; rat 3: mean¼ 0.75,
Po10" 4).

The observed changes in the psychometric curve suggest that
animals track a variable that jointly monitors previous choice
C" 1 (C" 1¼ " 1 if the choice was long, or C" 1¼ þ 1 if it was
short) and previous outcome R" 1. This second-order prior
variable informs the rat about what choice it should make
after an incorrect response, and mathematically is expressed as
X" 1¼C" 1#R" 1 (Methods). The state-space in our task
consists both of the previous outcome and second-order prior,
because these two variables fully define all that needs to be known
by the rat to behave efficiently in this task. These two variables
also fully define the prior information that is task-relevant, called

immediate prior information. To confirm the prediction that the
rats keep track of the second-order prior, X" 1, we asked how well
past events are able to predict the upcoming choice C0. Among
the large number of behavioral variables that could influence
upcoming choices, we found that the second-order prior X" 1 was
the most predictive quantity, only surpassed by the stimulus itself,
S0 and followed by the previous outcome R" 1 (Supplementary
Fig. 3; Supplementary Methods).

Single-cells encode upcoming choice and second-order prior.
We looked for neural coding of immediate prior information and
upcoming choices throughout the trial. Tetrodes were inserted in
the right hemisphere of the rat lOFC (Fig. 2a). Small ensembles of
well-isolated single units were simultaneously recorded (mean
size¼ 2.9±1.6 neurons). Our dataset consisted of a total of 137
single-neurons with an average of 684 behavioral trials, eliciting a
median of 9000 spikes per neuron, before excluding neurons
with mean firing rates below 1 Hz (including all cells did not
qualitatively influence the results; for a detailed description of the
total number of cells for each analysis see Methods and for an
additional power analysis for the number of cells and rats see
Supplementary Methods). Recordings started after rats had
reached a performance of at least 75%.

Our behavioral results suggest that the animals closely monitor
second-order prior, X" 1, and other variables that correlate
with it, such as previous choice C" 1 and resulting outcome R" 1.
We reasoned that if OFC participates in the decision-making
process, then OFC neurons should encode these variables as well
as reveal signals that anticipate upcoming choices. To test this
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Figure 1 | Rats use the trial-by-trial-dependent contingencies of the task to improve their performance. (a) Schematic of the task (see Methods for
details). Two identical, consecutive tones (T1 and T2) are presented to the rats (top panel). Inter-tone intervals (ITIs) can belong to two stimulus
categories: short, S¼ s, or long, S¼ l. Each category has four possible ITIs (short: 50, 100, 150 and 200 ms; long: 350, 400, 450, 500 ms). The vertical
dotted line represents the decision boundary at 275 ms. Difficult ITIs, depicted in gray, lie close to the decision boundary. Sequence of events within a trial
(bottom panel): from trial initiation to choice. Rats self-initiate the trial and sample the stimuli in the central socket. They are rewarded with water if they
poke the right socket when the stimulus is long, and the left socket when the stimulus is short (for rat 3 the contingency was the opposite). (b) The
sequence of trials follows an outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain (see also Supplementary Fig. 1): a new random stimulus condition is presented after a
correct response (þ ), while the same stimulus condition is presented after an incorrect response (" ). (c) Psychometric curves (probability choice long
versus ITI) after correct responses (green line) and after incorrect responses (red line) for an example rat (left panel) and for all rats (right). The slope of
the psychometric curves after incorrect responses substantially and significantly increases relative to the slope of the curve after a correct response. Error
bars (shaded) are estimated by bootstrap (one s.d.). (d) Probability of lose-switch versus probability of win-stay. Each point corresponds to a different
session. Rats predominantly follow a lose-switch over a win-stay strategy. No strategy being followed corresponds to the point (0.5, 0.5) in the plot.
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Consistent with the observation that the animals use the
structure of the outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain to
improve their behavior, we also found that on a session by
session basis animals predominantly followed the lose-switch part
of a win-stay-lose-switch strategy with a substantially weaker
win-stay part (Fig. 1d; all rats: difference lose-switch—win-stay
probabilities¼ 0.24 pp; non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
Po10" 4; see Methods). Following a lose-switch strategy with
no win-stay bias would lead to optimal behavior in our task if,
ideally, the Markov chain were fully visible (not hidden).
However, the actual ITI category in each trial is unobserved
(because some trials are difficult) and the past might not be fully
known due to memory leak. Consistent with this, the rats
displayed some departures from the optimal strategy, in
particular featuring a significant win-stay component in their
behavior (rat 1: mean 0.51, non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
P¼ 1.0# 10" 3; rat 2: mean¼ 0.54, Po10" 4; rat 3: mean¼ 0.75,
Po10" 4).

The observed changes in the psychometric curve suggest that
animals track a variable that jointly monitors previous choice
C" 1 (C" 1¼ " 1 if the choice was long, or C" 1¼ þ 1 if it was
short) and previous outcome R" 1. This second-order prior
variable informs the rat about what choice it should make
after an incorrect response, and mathematically is expressed as
X" 1¼C" 1#R" 1 (Methods). The state-space in our task
consists both of the previous outcome and second-order prior,
because these two variables fully define all that needs to be known
by the rat to behave efficiently in this task. These two variables
also fully define the prior information that is task-relevant, called

immediate prior information. To confirm the prediction that the
rats keep track of the second-order prior, X" 1, we asked how well
past events are able to predict the upcoming choice C0. Among
the large number of behavioral variables that could influence
upcoming choices, we found that the second-order prior X" 1 was
the most predictive quantity, only surpassed by the stimulus itself,
S0 and followed by the previous outcome R" 1 (Supplementary
Fig. 3; Supplementary Methods).

Single-cells encode upcoming choice and second-order prior.
We looked for neural coding of immediate prior information and
upcoming choices throughout the trial. Tetrodes were inserted in
the right hemisphere of the rat lOFC (Fig. 2a). Small ensembles of
well-isolated single units were simultaneously recorded (mean
size¼ 2.9±1.6 neurons). Our dataset consisted of a total of 137
single-neurons with an average of 684 behavioral trials, eliciting a
median of 9000 spikes per neuron, before excluding neurons
with mean firing rates below 1 Hz (including all cells did not
qualitatively influence the results; for a detailed description of the
total number of cells for each analysis see Methods and for an
additional power analysis for the number of cells and rats see
Supplementary Methods). Recordings started after rats had
reached a performance of at least 75%.

Our behavioral results suggest that the animals closely monitor
second-order prior, X" 1, and other variables that correlate
with it, such as previous choice C" 1 and resulting outcome R" 1.
We reasoned that if OFC participates in the decision-making
process, then OFC neurons should encode these variables as well
as reveal signals that anticipate upcoming choices. To test this
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Figure 1 | Rats use the trial-by-trial-dependent contingencies of the task to improve their performance. (a) Schematic of the task (see Methods for
details). Two identical, consecutive tones (T1 and T2) are presented to the rats (top panel). Inter-tone intervals (ITIs) can belong to two stimulus
categories: short, S¼ s, or long, S¼ l. Each category has four possible ITIs (short: 50, 100, 150 and 200 ms; long: 350, 400, 450, 500 ms). The vertical
dotted line represents the decision boundary at 275 ms. Difficult ITIs, depicted in gray, lie close to the decision boundary. Sequence of events within a trial
(bottom panel): from trial initiation to choice. Rats self-initiate the trial and sample the stimuli in the central socket. They are rewarded with water if they
poke the right socket when the stimulus is long, and the left socket when the stimulus is short (for rat 3 the contingency was the opposite). (b) The
sequence of trials follows an outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain (see also Supplementary Fig. 1): a new random stimulus condition is presented after a
correct response (þ ), while the same stimulus condition is presented after an incorrect response (" ). (c) Psychometric curves (probability choice long
versus ITI) after correct responses (green line) and after incorrect responses (red line) for an example rat (left panel) and for all rats (right). The slope of
the psychometric curves after incorrect responses substantially and significantly increases relative to the slope of the curve after a correct response. Error
bars (shaded) are estimated by bootstrap (one s.d.). (d) Probability of lose-switch versus probability of win-stay. Each point corresponds to a different
session. Rats predominantly follow a lose-switch over a win-stay strategy. No strategy being followed corresponds to the point (0.5, 0.5) in the plot.
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Consistent with the observation that the animals use the
structure of the outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain to
improve their behavior, we also found that on a session by
session basis animals predominantly followed the lose-switch part
of a win-stay-lose-switch strategy with a substantially weaker
win-stay part (Fig. 1d; all rats: difference lose-switch—win-stay
probabilities¼ 0.24 pp; non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
Po10" 4; see Methods). Following a lose-switch strategy with
no win-stay bias would lead to optimal behavior in our task if,
ideally, the Markov chain were fully visible (not hidden).
However, the actual ITI category in each trial is unobserved
(because some trials are difficult) and the past might not be fully
known due to memory leak. Consistent with this, the rats
displayed some departures from the optimal strategy, in
particular featuring a significant win-stay component in their
behavior (rat 1: mean 0.51, non-parametric one-tailed bootstrap,
P¼ 1.0# 10" 3; rat 2: mean¼ 0.54, Po10" 4; rat 3: mean¼ 0.75,
Po10" 4).

The observed changes in the psychometric curve suggest that
animals track a variable that jointly monitors previous choice
C" 1 (C" 1¼ " 1 if the choice was long, or C" 1¼ þ 1 if it was
short) and previous outcome R" 1. This second-order prior
variable informs the rat about what choice it should make
after an incorrect response, and mathematically is expressed as
X" 1¼C" 1#R" 1 (Methods). The state-space in our task
consists both of the previous outcome and second-order prior,
because these two variables fully define all that needs to be known
by the rat to behave efficiently in this task. These two variables
also fully define the prior information that is task-relevant, called

immediate prior information. To confirm the prediction that the
rats keep track of the second-order prior, X" 1, we asked how well
past events are able to predict the upcoming choice C0. Among
the large number of behavioral variables that could influence
upcoming choices, we found that the second-order prior X" 1 was
the most predictive quantity, only surpassed by the stimulus itself,
S0 and followed by the previous outcome R" 1 (Supplementary
Fig. 3; Supplementary Methods).

Single-cells encode upcoming choice and second-order prior.
We looked for neural coding of immediate prior information and
upcoming choices throughout the trial. Tetrodes were inserted in
the right hemisphere of the rat lOFC (Fig. 2a). Small ensembles of
well-isolated single units were simultaneously recorded (mean
size¼ 2.9±1.6 neurons). Our dataset consisted of a total of 137
single-neurons with an average of 684 behavioral trials, eliciting a
median of 9000 spikes per neuron, before excluding neurons
with mean firing rates below 1 Hz (including all cells did not
qualitatively influence the results; for a detailed description of the
total number of cells for each analysis see Methods and for an
additional power analysis for the number of cells and rats see
Supplementary Methods). Recordings started after rats had
reached a performance of at least 75%.

Our behavioral results suggest that the animals closely monitor
second-order prior, X" 1, and other variables that correlate
with it, such as previous choice C" 1 and resulting outcome R" 1.
We reasoned that if OFC participates in the decision-making
process, then OFC neurons should encode these variables as well
as reveal signals that anticipate upcoming choices. To test this
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Figure 1 | Rats use the trial-by-trial-dependent contingencies of the task to improve their performance. (a) Schematic of the task (see Methods for
details). Two identical, consecutive tones (T1 and T2) are presented to the rats (top panel). Inter-tone intervals (ITIs) can belong to two stimulus
categories: short, S¼ s, or long, S¼ l. Each category has four possible ITIs (short: 50, 100, 150 and 200 ms; long: 350, 400, 450, 500 ms). The vertical
dotted line represents the decision boundary at 275 ms. Difficult ITIs, depicted in gray, lie close to the decision boundary. Sequence of events within a trial
(bottom panel): from trial initiation to choice. Rats self-initiate the trial and sample the stimuli in the central socket. They are rewarded with water if they
poke the right socket when the stimulus is long, and the left socket when the stimulus is short (for rat 3 the contingency was the opposite). (b) The
sequence of trials follows an outcome-coupled hidden Markov chain (see also Supplementary Fig. 1): a new random stimulus condition is presented after a
correct response (þ ), while the same stimulus condition is presented after an incorrect response (" ). (c) Psychometric curves (probability choice long
versus ITI) after correct responses (green line) and after incorrect responses (red line) for an example rat (left panel) and for all rats (right). The slope of
the psychometric curves after incorrect responses substantially and significantly increases relative to the slope of the curve after a correct response. Error
bars (shaded) are estimated by bootstrap (one s.d.). (d) Probability of lose-switch versus probability of win-stay. Each point corresponds to a different
session. Rats predominantly follow a lose-switch over a win-stay strategy. No strategy being followed corresponds to the point (0.5, 0.5) in the plot.
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Figure 1: The correct choice on each trial Hn ∈ H±
switches stochastically between trials with probability ε.
An observer accumulates noisy evidence within trial n+1,
starting at yn+1(0) = ±y0(θn) if yn(tend) = ±θn.

We build on the standard drift-diffusion model (DDM),
which has been used to describe behavioral and neural data
in TAFC tasks[1,4]. An observer’s belief on the nth trial obeys
a normalized DDM[1], dyn = sn · dt + σ · dW , where sn ∈ ±1
is the correct choice on the current trial (Hn ∈ H±) and σ is
related to the uncertainty (noise) in individual observations.
The observer makes its nth decision when yn crosses one of the
two thresholds, yn(t) = ±θn (Fig. 1). It can be shown that the
probability of a correct decision on trial n is cn = 1/(1+e−2θn).
A large body of work shows that this optimal model describes
evidence integration for a range of tasks and species [1,2,4].

A key feature of our work is that the correct choice on
each trial Hn switches with lower than chance probability
(ε := Pr(Hn+1 6= Hn) < 0.5), according to a two-state Markov
process. An optimal observer therefore must set their initial
belief yn+1(0) = ±y0(θn) 6= 0, depending on the decision on
trial n. This carries forward information about the most likely
state (Hn ∈ H±) on trial n. Using principles of probabilistic

inference, we find that if the response on trial n is H±, then the observer should set ±y0(θn) = ± ln
(1− ε)eθn + ε

εeθn + (1− ε) .

Predicted performance of the observer on trial n is calculated via the reward rate (RR) function RRn = cn
E(Tn) + TI

,

where cn is the probability of a correct decision, TI is the intertrial interval, and the expected decision time is

E(Tn) = [cn−1(1− ε) + (1− cn−1)ε]T+(θn−1, θn) + [cn−1ε+ (1− cn−1)(1− ε)]T−(θn−1, θn) (1)

where T+ (T−) is the mean time to a decision if the current and anticipated states of the environment Hn are the
same (different). Mean first passage times are determined by analyzing the corresponding Fokker Planck equation[1].
Each contribution is weighted by the probability of the true and anticipated states matching or not. Note, E(T1) is
the mean time for a DDM to cross ±θ1 given y1(0) = 0.

Figure 2: Reward Rate (RR) as a function of
thresholds θ1,2 for the first and second trials,
showing the RR increases in trial 2, due to in-
formation obtained from trial 1. Here ε = 0.25.

To understand the impact of propagating information across trials,
we can study the RR for trials 1 and 2 as a function of the threshold
θ (Fig. 2). The RR always increases from trial 1 to 2 for 0 ≤ ε < 0.5
and θ1, θ2 > 0. If we set θ1 = θ2, so that c1 = c2, the time to a
decision is less for trial 2 than for trial 1, E(T2) < E(T1). Note also
that the RR peaks in trial 2 at a larger threshold value (θopt2 > θopt1 ).
Our initial analysis suggests that an optimal observer should increase
their decision threshold from one trial to the next to maximize their
long term reward rate (θoptn+1 > θoptn ). We have also found that se-
quential memory across trials impacts performance more strongly on
protocols with smaller values of ε. We conclude that optimal evidence
accumulation for correlated sequential TAFC task trials should involve
a history-dependent modification of initial conditions, yn(0), and grad-
uated thresholds, θn.
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